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About This Game

Detective Ashley Clark is puzzled by a series of mysterious kidnappings. The only connection between these unusual
disappearances is a ruby pendant. Could someone be using this sparkling ornament to send a clandestine message, or could this

be the handiwork of an underground cult? Follow the clues to discover the ancient secrets held by the ruby pendant, and uncover
the truth about the bizarre kidnappings!

Features:

Exciting mini-games

Wide range of difficulty levels

Intriguing plot with twists and turns

34 quest levels

23 mini-games levesl

15 hidden-object levels
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Very grindy, with lots of replay value and LOL moments.. Can't believe I finished this game in three hours. It feels like ages
when I play this as a kid.
I didn't even remember that Spy Fox is a witty guy and always cracking an awful jokes.
On that note, the nostalgia is strong with this one.. Got it from a♥♥♥♥♥10 Random Steam Keys and this game was the only
Game i checked out and it was better than i expected. :)
. Click Apocalypse: Escape the Item find.
Zombie Clicker: broken Pixel hunt.

I think my Girlfriend bought this for me... either as a joke or a coded why of saying she hates me I am not sure.
Not a lot to say about this game.

it wants to be a frantic click game every other level but Click detection seemed to be off so hits became misses at random.
In between it is a hidden item game where items are not really hidden but the pixel to collect them seems to be (Looking at you
shotgun shells)

Even at a dollar Its not worth picking up unless you are REALLY bored... but then you have flash games and Facebook for
better quality and price.. i cant banana sorry. This is the kind of stuff that ruins the reputation of Steam. I only tossed a few
quarters at this to see if this was real. I guess the developer is laughing all the way to the bank - but at what cost?
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This game is so addictive. You completely lose track of time and before you know it the sun is rising. Love playing this game
with friends.. This Game Is Fun But Old There Is No Longer A Multiplayer But You Can Play On LAN I Play With My Brother
Its Fun To Try And Beat Him Evan Tho I Never Can :3. If you have a VR (and friends) get this!. Superior to the original with
new features, new roasts, so on and so forth, but god damn how this game is ruined by the ridiculously low amount of people
playing this, leading to 10+ minute wait times in my experience. Stick with the original till this problem is fixed, it's cheaper
too.

Actually, what the hell am I doing? Complaining that not many people play this game and solving it by telling people to not play
this game? Forget everything I said, this game is the bomb. Come immediately. Wait times are literally in the negative seconds.
I have never had more fun.. The YDNJ trivia series is great. I love them.. I bought this game, looking at the trailer and thinking
to myself, "Oh, so like a paid Soccer Physics." Boy was I wrong.

While it has the Soccer Physics feel and hilarity, it sets itself away from SP by enabling the player to control 5 players on one
team. Once I learned how to play and started the campaign, I was laughing my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. Totally
worth it.

Though the Tutorial was a bit tough, but, since there's no game mechanics, the game itself would be very hard. This whole game
is just luck, but god damn, is it fun!

10\/10 would make a video about it.. Phoenix 5 has better 3d environments than this game does. I like flying pontoon boats,
RF8 has 1 3d environment with water. 1! Also, why do all the environments look so dumpy? Like a dirt field next to a cracked
out abandonded road. The planes fly great but I certainly expected much more from the environments for RF8 still a whopping
$99.. Its the closest damn thing I can find to Zoo Tycoon so its going to have to do!! Good game for the price.. *** Encountered
a fairly common error when transitioning from Chapter 1 to 2. Support team was really helpful and quick to respond by sending
me a replacement savegame that bypasses the error. 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/352580\/discussions\/0\/458605613395495110\/ ***

Pros:
+ Beautiful locations
+ Great theme
+ Intriguing story
+ Good price point, especially on sale
+ Voice acting
+ Good writing
+ Beautiful scenes with flickering lighting

Cons:
- Tons of pixel hunting for relevant items
- The "puzzles" of the game require too specific items or aren't intuitive. Had to frequently dig through hours of walkthrough
videos or translating a German pdf walkthrough to find a missed item
- Fairly commonly reported bug causes the game to be unplayable in the second half, was sent savegame to bypass error (see
above)
- Flickering lights made streaming nearly impossible as steam had to reload the full screen every frame as the light changed.
Would have loved an option to disable this

Didn't try running on wine as my Linux machine is poop and wouldn't run it.
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